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Fellow members of the
Australian LGBTQ+ community,
PLEASE
With respect:
- Stop whinging about the postal vote
(including its non-binding aspect etc)
- Stop whinging about the Government process
(including the cost, the alleged precedent etc)
- Stop abusing people when they don't agree with you
(this includes other LGBTQ+ people)
- Stop instigating GetUp campaigns to sack people
(let their regulatory bodies deal with them)
- Stop denying people's right to free speech
- Stop demonstrating at "no" campaign functions
- Stop getting upset with posters/pamphlets etc
(words can only hurt you if you let them)
- Stop spreading conspiracy theories
- Stop getting incensed by Facebook posts/memes etc
(scroll past)
- Stop reacting to articles that dare to challenge you
(don't read them)
- Stop getting upset with commentators who disagree
(don't listen or watch)
- Stop being semantic over the name of it
- Stop being bitchy queens
IF we do not unify and show some form of solidarity as a community, WE
WILL LOSE THIS SURVEY/PLEBISCITE/WHATEVER.
Speak with your friends, relatives, neighbours and colleagues - in a civil,
intelligent manner - and explain why EQUALITY is so very important in all
societies then, for possibly the first time in your life, do what you are told.
When you receive your questionnaire, tick YES, put it back in the envelope
and post it - nothing more, nothing less.
TOGETHER we will achieve our goal!
For further information, please go to www.equalitycampaign.com.au
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